GE-MK/1

Genus Elite Matte Box
The Elite Matte Box is a versatile production matte box. The GE-MK/1 features two filter stages. The
front filter tray is fixed and the rear filter tray rotates 360 degrees, making it suitable for polarising and
graduated filters. The rotating filter tray can be locked to a set position.
The matte box accommodates a wide range of filter sizes making it one of the most versatile matte
boxes on the market. The following filter sizes are supported 4x4” ,5x5" ,4x5.65“ P Size, 5.65x5.65” P Size
Square, 4x4“ / PV Combi and 5x5” / PV Combi.
A wide range of do-nuts are available for the matte box, ranging from 80mm to 121mm, so you can
easily match it to the lens of your choice.
The matte box is designed to be supported by 15mm lightweight standard rods. An optional 15mm
support bracket means the height can be easily adjusted both horizontally and vertically via the support bracket.
To give maximum light control the Elite matte Box features both a foldable French Flag and Side Flags.
For added flexibility an optional swing away bracket is also available.
The Elite Matte Box is the perfect companion to the new generation of larger sensor cameras, as well as
broadcast and film cameras with various lens.
Shown :
Genus ELite Matte Box
SONY PMW-F3

Donut Adaptor Ring 95mm

Features
Donut Adaptor Ring 114mm

Choice of filter trays are available:
4x4”
5x5”
4x5.65” P Size
5.65x5.65” P Size Square
4x4” / PV Combi
5x5” / PV Combi

Rod Support Bracket

Two lockable filter stages; the front filter is fixed and the rear filter being
the one closest to the lens is 360 degrees fully rotatable.
Wide range of lens do-nuts ( 80mm to 121mm ) available to ensure that
the matte box attaches securely to the lens of your choice
15mm lightweight standard rod support
Height adjustable, vertical and horizontal
Foldable French Flag
Side Flags
Optional Swing Away Bracket
19mm Support Bracketry

Filter Tray

